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SEPT 15 — 19, 1997 1 YEAR 1 MONTH  LAST
AGO AGO WEEK

Market Cap (RM bil) 755.8 629.5 557.1
— Main Board 697.8 572.3 505.6
— Second Board 58.0 57.2 51.5
KLCI (pts) 1,130.60 885.21 787.84
SBI (pts) 607.13 464.01 414.58
3-mth Klibor 7.2850 7.5300 7.6100
RM/US$ 2.4895 2.7800 3.0377

WEEKLY VOLUME LEADERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Sriwani 3.52 4.28 3.50 -0.64 -15.38 35.7
RHB Capital 3.94 4.96 3.88 -0.94 -19.26 32.5
Renong 3.18 3.60 3.16 -0.16 -4.79 32.2
Anson Perdana 4.20 4.46 4.04 -0.08 -1.87 30.8
Sime Darby 6.05 7.30 5.95 -1.25 17.1 30.4

WEEKLY TOP GAINERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Apex—W 5.30 6.00 3.66 1.70 47.2 0.3
LKT Industrial 14.80 14.80 9.80 4.50 43.7 5.0
Seal Inc 2.86 3.02 2.40 0.46 19.17 7.0
Sinmah Resources 6.15 6.15 5.30 0.95 18.27 0.5
Hwa Tai 167.50 168.00 148.00 21.00 14.33 0.1

WEEKLY TOP LOSERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Prime—W 2.45 3.98 2.23 -1.43 -36.86 1.1
B-Singer—C 1.30 1.99 1.30 -0.69 -34.67 0.1
IOI Properties—W 1.55 2.39 1.34 -0.75 -32.61 0.1
Prime—U 11.80 17.10 11.20 -5.30 -30.99 0.4
Commerce—W 1.05 1.55 1.05 -0.46 -30.46 2.9
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ECONOMICS & STRATEGY
Look to the currency market again for stock direction

Last week saw renewed weakness in the region’s currency market, with the ringgit sliding a further 2%
week-on-week to settle at RM3.0377 to the dollar. That set the tone for the equity market, as stocks gave up
64.24 pts (7.5%) to 787.84 pts in uncertain trading mood.

Some concerns raised at IMF meeting in Hong Kong: Malaysia has again risked its financial fragility
for some moral plaudits on currency trading. By expounding his abhorrence to the evils of currency specula-
tion, PM Dr Mahathir has emphasised on the limits to currency swap for trade-related deals in an interview
with Hong Kong's South China Morning Post (controlled by Khoo Kay Peng and Robert Kuok). The market is
confused if Dr M is articulating a new, more stringent policy in the pipeline. It took DPM Anwar to clarify
that there is no change to Malaysia’s currency policy. But the confusion emits another sign of disjointed
government under the scrutiny of international eyes. The general view is for efforts by regional authorities
to improve market conditions, rather than tamper it with non-market interventions. Given its implications
on sentiment, we would be more circumspect about direction in the equity market.

Khazanah’s bond issue has major implications: We are not urging investors to be comforted by news of
Khazanah Nasional’s market nibbling at week-end, much less by the implications of Wednesday’s RM1b
bond issue on liquidity in the financial system. (It drained up RM794m from the system, that being a zero-
coupon bond). The wisdom of accepting 7.82% returns over three years might be vilified, if one believes the
current high interest rates regime is only temporary in nature, and should ease in the early quarters of 1998.
We believe it has much to do with the adverse effect of sapping too much liquidity too soon from the system.

Tight liquidity, spike in short term rates: The immediate result of that bond issue was Friday’s 6-basis
points nudge on the 3-month Klibor to 7.61% as cash-squeezed banks borrowed in the interbank market.
Even less settling was a sharp 23-bp drop on the 3-month Klibor futures on the Malaysian Monetary Ex-
change to 92.05, effectively 7.95%, for Dec 97 settlement. At 7.95%, the base lending rate (BLR) will teeter
the psychological threshold of 10%. The spectre of interest rate hike choking on businesses and economic
growth is begging a more effective solution. Malaysia clearly cannot afford to raise interest rates too high to
attract new capital, which conventional wisdom says it must do, to prevent further erosion of the ringgit.

The ringgit declined by 2% last week, setting the mood in the equity market...

Source: Bloomberg
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...while liquidity squeeze nudged short term rates up slightly.

Source: Bloomberg

International reserves stabilised, but wither capital inflows? The country’s international reserves
settled at RM61.83b as at Sept 15, almost unchanged from RM61.80b recorded on Aug 30. One can interpret
that as a measure of stability in the flow of capital. But that stability begs an answer: with tight local
liquidity and trickling inflow of foreign capital, will remaining short term capital soon cash out? In view of
this, we credit the government for anticipating a possible liquidity crunch with two immediate measures:
reduce public spending and increase oil output to earn more reserves.

Lastly, about haze emergency in Sarawak: Already, the state of Sarawak has been distressed by oppor-
tunities lost with the Bakun fallout. In the haze emergency, productive capacities will be left in a state of
temporary neglect, the cost would be lost productivity, revenues and profits. There are four companies (Jaya
Tiasa, Lingui, Kim Hin and indirectly Hume, through Sarawak Concrete) composed in the  KLCI component
stocks, carrying a weightage of 2.04%. This is not significant, but avoid Sarawak-linked stocks this week.

In conclusion, we are negative on the outlook of stocks this week. We look to the currency market again for
early signs, as further weakness on the ringgit could spell difficulty even for bargain hunting. [David Yong
466-3929]
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COMPANY UPDATE
Computer Systems Advisers (M) Berhad — Good interims earnings, new contracts and MSC participation
provide a good base for future growth

New projects clinched: Clinching new contracts is important to ensure a constant stream of revenue for
the high margin customer support and services division. In April, CSA secured a RM8-9m contract to supply
hardware for TMNet, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Telekom Malaysia. CSA together with Sydney-based
partner Computershare Systems was recently awarded a contract to provide a trading system to supply and
install software to the Automated Securities Trading System for MESDAQ. This will be introduced to 30
brokerage houses by the end of this year. Its newly-launched software, Webstock, allows Internet access to
real-time stock information from the KLSE. Since June, the company has confirmed over RM2m sales from
two clients, OSK Holdings and a banking group. CSA is also tendering for a military contract to supply
information technology (IT) applications.

Interim results in line with expectations: CSA recently released its half-year results to June 30, 1997
where it reported a 40.5% rise in pre-tax profits to RM10m on the back of a 40.3% surge in turnover to
RM162.4m. Earnings grew by 41.1% to RM7.2m, posting an EPS of 26.1 sen based on a weighted average
number of 27.7m shares. These results are in line with expectations as our net profit forecast for the full year
is RM13.4m.

Customer service and support yields highest gross margin: The company is divided into 4 main divi-
sions — information technology products, systems integration, customer service and support and distribu-
tion. The IT products division contributes 45% to revenues and yields gross margins of 12%. It represents,
markets and supports many well known IT products, such as Unix servers and workstations by Sun
Microsystems, and personal computers and high-end servers by Compaq Computer. Systems integration
accounts for 20% of sales, but provided higher gross margins at 20% because of the value-added elements.
CSA plans to focus on the customer service and support division which provides the highest average gross
margins of 40% but presently only accounts for 15% of turnover. Distribution of computer hardware and
software plays a supporting role for the other divisions and only yields gross margins of 5% and accounts for
20% of sales.

Bulk of sales are from repeat business: More than two-thirds of the company’s sales come from its pool
of 2,000 active customers. Some of its major clients include financial institutions such as Maybank, Bank
Bumiputra, Asia Commercial Finance, Hong Leong Finance, and oil majors like Shell and British Petroleum.
Its wide network of 22 branches nationwide ensures efficient after-sales support and service, especially for
clients with nationwide operations. CSA is also selling its software on Relationship Banking Service and
plantation management to a joint-venture company in the Philippines.

Less risk of cutback compared to property and mega-infrastructure: Management is confident that
the IT sector will continue to grow. Compared to property and mega-infrastructure spending, IT expenditure
is less likely to be deferred given the government’s emphasis on improving productivity. According to the PM,
the government will be going ahead with its plans for implementing electronic government. The develop-
ment of the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC) will carry on as scheduled, which is positive for CSA since it
has potential involvement in flagship projects like smartschools, smartcards and electronic commerce. Man-
agement claims that the weakening ringgit has minimal impact on sales as the higher cost was absorbed by
customers. Hardware prices were hiked 5-10% whereas software products increased 10-15% under such
situations.
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Recommendation:  The IT industry looks encouraging, with a projected growth of 20% p.a. for the next few
years, complementing the government’s view that IT will be the country’s second growth engine after manu-
facturing by the year 2005. We forecast EPS of 40 sen for FY97 and 41.5 sen in FY98. EPS should accelerate
by 20% to 49.8 sen in FY99 after the gestation period from the infusion of new capital post-IPO. Pursuant to
its listing, the group made a public issue of 6m shares at RM2.80 in April this year. At RM6.65, PERs are
16.7x, 16.0x and 13.3x. We are upgrading our recommendation from a Buy on Weakness to a Buy.

Due to poorer market conditions, we have revised our target PER from 20x to 18x FY99 earnings for a fair
value of RM9.00 in one year. In our view, CSA is best-positioned to win more contracts from the promotion of
Multimedia Super Corridor. Its 30% shareholder Elite Vista is controlled by Mohd Rashdan Baba, the execu-
tive chairman of Telekom Malaysia. Telekom is the sole-provider for telecommunication infrastructure re-
quirements for the MSC. [Lynn Ng 253-1626].


